
 

 

WORKSHOP REPORT 

Re-imagining Affordable Eco Housing  
FRI 22 MARCH 2019,  12.15-4.30PM 

#MELBOURNEDESIGNWEEK 
 

Dear Eco Village Workshop Participant &/or Supporter 

Geelong Sustainability was delighted that Christine Couzens MP was able to officially launch our planning 
workshop at Eastern Hub during Geelong’s inaugural Melbourne Design Week 2019 (an initiative of the Victorian 

Government in collaboration with the National Gallery of Victoria). Our event, Re-imagining Affordable Eco 
Housing brought together a diverse group of 45 stakeholders: architects, builders, planners, academics, 

government officers, community groups and potential residents and investors.  Together we started the 
challenging task of visioning a new residential planning paradigm that can facilitate affordable housing, liveable 

suburbs, resilient communities and a sustainable future.  Geelong Sustainability is pleased to be collaborating 

with Deakin University HOME on this exciting new project to plan, design, implement and evaluate a pilot micro 
eco village in Geelong. 

  

We wish to acknowledge the 
assistance and funding support 

provided by the NGV for this event. 

Project partners shown here are: 
Tim Adams (Geelong 

Sustainability), David Kelly 
(Deakin), Peter Clapinski (Geelong 

& Bellarine Tiny Homes), Christine 
Couzens (Member for Geelong), 

Vicki Perrett (Geelong 

Sustainability), Louise Johnson 
(Deakin HOME) and Cr Jim Mason 

(City of Greater Geelong).  

WORKSHOP GOALS 

The participants worked well together over the afternoon. Goals 1-3 were achieved and the summary of outputs 
provided in this report will provide an excellent base for planning the next steps. 

1. To build an affordable housing network in Geelong comprising local government, state government, 
planners, developers, architects/designers, builders/trades, industry, academics, community groups and 

potential residents. 

2. To establish project working group with a shared vision and commitment to establish a pilot micro 
village of affordable sustainable homes in Geelong. 

3. To consider current planning obstacles eg. parking requirement, site building density and permeability 
and minimum garden area. 

4. To formulate required amendments to the local Planning Scheme to facilitate a pilot micro village 
project. 

5. To develop an action plan and agreed action priorities for the next steps. 

WORKSHOP NOTES 

Setting the scene  

Responses to questions raised in the workshop have been classified into categories as shown below, but could 
easily be considered in more than one category. 

Q1. Why is a micro eco village of affordable housing a good idea? 

Environmental issues 

● Sustainability - we can't keep going as we’re going 

https://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/melbourne-design-week
http://www.deakin.edu.au/architecture-built-environment/research/home
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● The concept addresses urban sprawl and reduces environmental footprints 
● Reduced consumption of energy, water and building materials 

● Less waste in construction and opportunities for communal shared recycling & food organics 

Economic issues 

● Smaller can be more affordable without being ‘cheap’ 
● With clever design a village can provision a better use of infrastructure eg roads, footpaths etc 

● It can make for or encourage more efficient energy and service provision and usage 

● There can be benefits in the provision of shared amenities which can be encouraged by the use of clever 
design 

● Is “micro” the scale of the village or the housing? 
● Needs to be scalable 

● There is a market for this type of housing? 

Community/Social issues 

● The market for ‘villagers’ may be downsizers and others who prefer smaller 

● A micro-village can provide an improved quality of life 
● It’s potentially cheaper to live in which bring social advantages 

● Social support structures can be developed 
● Children benefit from the presence of older people, “it takes a village to raise a child” 

● There is a potential for improved communication between folk 

● A village opens up opportunities for shared communal areas 
● A more compact village can have an improved sense of security  

● Employment opportunities can be built on within the village eg babysitting 
● To make the village sustainable it needs diversity of tenancy not the homogenous tenancy that often is 

associated with social housing 

● Do we need to include provision for relatives, visitors? 

Q2. Why is the market not providing this type of accommodation? 

Developer/Investor issues 

● Financially, there is a perception that, “It’s difficult to make money out of micro villages or small houses” 

● There is a perception of “lack of, or diminished returns” for financiers and developers 

● Large builders, especially the big two promote that “Large houses are what the market wants” 
● Decreased economic return for developers 

● There is generally a lack of imagination on the part of developers when looking at these types of 
development 

● This market is not investor driven 
● Lifestyle villages are pitched to over 55s 

Community/social issues 

● It is hard, almost impossible to get finance for ‘small houses’ 
● The resale value of small houses and/or villages won’t hold 

● Houses and housing are now often seen as an investment not a home 
● The instant gratification factor, the need to have it all today and the perceptions of younger buyers 

militates against smaller housing 

● Villages have an image problem 
● Currently not buyer driven 

● Caravan parks are seen to provide a similar service 
● There are existing lifestyle villages but they are for different demographic over 50s 

● Security of tenure for tenants is a problem  

Government/Planning issues 

● Developers are a very powerful lobby group who have significant influence over government 

● Governments make it difficult through regulation 
● Planning schemes generally militate against such developments 
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● Neighbours and neighbourhoods can be challenged by the concepts of village or cluster housing 
developments which can turn into objections which can elongate the process 

● Government both State and Federal have a record of not providing sufficient funding 
● There is often a significant difference between publicly funded and government funded social housing 

● Planning schemes do not encourage alternatives such as this concept 

Other issues 

● Lack of imagination by all parties involved 

● Victoria no longer has Regional Housing Councils to plan and to advocate for user needs. 

KEY PERSPECTIVES OF GEELONG’S PRESENT SITUATION 

Various perspectives were shared with group from: 

● Social housing perspective - Jane Wager, CoGG Community Life 

● Academic perspective - David Kelly, Deakin University, Deakin HOME project 

● Design & community perspective - Tim Adams, Designer f2 Design & GS committee 
● City planning perspective - Info provided by Nat Anson, Project Manager, CoGG Planning Strategy & 

Urban Growth, Northern and Western Geelong Growth Area 

VISIONING EXERCISE FOR PILOT ECO VILLAGE 

Task 1: Design small affordable house 

● In our lifetime the increase in population generally will have doubled which will affect the 
assumptions we make now and how housing and dwellings will be seen 

● The question could be changed to how could we develop a village that would provision affordable 
housing generally rather than a village of all houses that are affordable eg a mix of low and higher 
cost dwellings might be used to cross subsidise all building costs in general 

● Houses could be modular to be efficient but enable individuality 
● Use of building materials that lighten the ecological footprint should be encouraged 
● There is a potential for a problem of dead space caused by separate houses 
● Efficiency of space could be overcome via the use of joining walls that weren’t duplexes 
● Single level individual houses were preferred by most but two storey design can open up areas 

below the houses 
● Zoned areas could be built in eg some older folk may not want space which could be consolidated 
● Walkways could be used to connect and promote interaction 
● The northerly aspect is to the rear of site which may need specific consideration 
● The housing should accommodate as much solar and battery as is feasible and affordable with the 

vision of using Blockchain technology to share electricity  
● Shared communal spaces could be incorporated eg kitchen, laundry which would lower building 

costs in general and also promote social aspects 
● Separate or detached dwellings - maybe dead space if detached or could be used for gardens 
● Materials such as rammed earth (for a lighter footprint need to be considered) 
● Skillion roof for solar panels, tanks for water 
● Shared energy facilities between houses 
● Communal electric buggies could be used  

Task 2: Develop site plan with clustered small houses and shared amenities 

● The site is quite large and could accommodate quite a lot of construction 
● This site will potentially generate objections so design and marketing will be paramount. 
● Car parking is a perennial problem, car parking in the streets around would not be appreciated  
● Road access is constrained but maybe could be a green road but would need to be able to take 

trucks and service vehicles 
● Car usage on the site is a problem but could be overcome by the provision of electric buggies 

within the village 
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● Encouraging and providing opportunities for the development of enterprises within the village could 
be encouraged 

● The kindergarten could be used for day care or communal eating space or laundry 
● Communal space in the middle with paths so people walk through and interact 
● Could consider a food cooperative &/or café or market within &/or other social enterprises for 

income. 

 

  

SPECIALIST STREAMS: BARRIERS & REMEDIES 

Task 3: Identify and discuss key issues, roadblocks and pathways 

Planning regulations 

● Residential zoning has its own special restrictions and responses to applications are not necessarily 
based on merit but on political factors including nuisance. Objections can be based on an ambit system 

of claims that are usually worked through. This system is unworkable - there needs to be acceptance of 
good applications on merit. 

● Farm Zone restrictions mean you can’t have more than one dwelling on the 100 acre 
● Inner city has requirements for open/garden space, car parking and circulation - this needs to be and 

can be designed around - we need to be able to show that there are different ways of providing for 

these requirements 
● This type of development is not possible in any zone at the moment and could expect many objections 

and could become political 

House design  

● Design needs to understand diversity and design - it which will encourage further diversity 

● Much of our design is “being less bad” we need to turn that around 
● Taking the “normal” design fees and making them more realistic 

● We need to design with future requirements in mind rather than just building houses 

Building & construction 

● Builders need to factor in the cost of the housing guarantee which is a major cost factor 

● Pre-fab can bring down costs 
● Shared hot water etc. could bring down costs 

● The question needs to be asked what is affordable - 50k, 200k? 
● What are people willing to live in? 

● We can build a well sealed sustainable house that is easy to run 
● Where will it be built and at what cost? 

Funding  

● Explored some funding sources including: Govt Grants, philanthropic trusts and groups such as the 
“Miller Houses” https://www.wintringham.org.au/ as well as pro bono input 

● There are the “try before you buy” and community owned investors models 

https://www.wintringham.org.au/
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● Some banks eg Bank Australia are more entrepreneurial and flexible (Nightingale project) 
● Community investment model like CORE project where investors provide capital and receive regular 

principal and modest interest repayments.  
● We would need free land from councils to be affordable - the biggest problem is the cost of land! 

Legal 

● Conditions of tenure: who is the owner of the land, (for us this is COGG) and does it enable likely 

householders to move in and have security of tenure? 

● Rent to buy options have their own problems which need to be considered eg site amenity, time before 
reselling 

● Appeals by neighbours can be overcome and laws can be changed in the case of pilot projects such as 
this 

● Conditions of tenure depend on who the owner of the land is - the landowner can be a council, a trust, 

a community group, etc. 
● Lease arrangements between the land owner and the tenants determine long term security for tenants 

and these arrangements can be varied and useful and very long term 
● In this case the key issue/challenge is to create a micro village as a new type of land tenure 

Community support & engagement 

● There is a potential that a ‘different’ village could become a shanty town - it needs promotion and active 

connection within the existing community such as inviting the locals in to become part of the community 

eg use the laundry, include a coffee shop, attend social events 
● The village needs to be extremely ‘good’ (both in design and build quality) so as not to become a ghetto 

● It needs to be a successful social development as well as a successful housing option 
● Issues of safety and security are not only related to tenure but include design and and engagement 

● Needs to be promoted correctly from extremes such as “if we don’t do this we are doomed” to “This is a 

really cool way to live” 
● Involve the neighbours all the way through 

Other 

● UK has now legislated that all new developments have to have components of social housing 

PLENARY - NEXT STEPS 

Further discussion about the key challenges in putting the vision into practice will occur at the first action group 
meeting to be held after Easter and Election in mid/late May possibly Thurs 16th or 23rd.  

FORMATION OF A MICRO ECO VILLAGE (MEV) ACTION GROUP 

The following participants signed up to join the working group. Anyone wishing to join the group and/or attend 
working group meetings should contact Vicki Perrett on shdgeelong@gmail.com. 

1. Amanda Sutherland 
2. Geoffrey Fulton 

3. Kim Irons 
4. Lili Callander 

5. Lisa Garner 

6. Louise Chadwick 
7. Petra Goerschel 

8. Peter Bouris 
9. Peter Clapinski 

10. Rebecca Hall 

11. Ruth Dover 
12. Shamus O’Reilly 

13. Tim Adams 
14. Vicki Perrett 

 

mailto:shdgeelong@gmail.com

